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Spring is traditionally the busiest real estate season, 
but early on Victoria’s market sees a change in tempo

For the month of April we saw:

● 824 Properties sold in Victoria
● 1.1% Increase from March 2022
● 26.6% Decrease from April 2021

There were 1,365 active listings for sale on the Victoria Real Estate 
Board Multiple Listing Service® at the end of April 2022, an 
increase of 28.4% compared to the previous month of March but a 
6.1 % decrease from the 1,454 active listings for sale at the end of 
April 2021.

"The market has made a pivot compared to the spring of 2021," 
adds President Dinnie-Smyth. “However, we continue to see 
competition for lower priced homes and multiple offers are still 
very much a reality in our market and likely will be for some time. 
We are currently experiencing a lessening of demand, but that 
does not mean we can lose sight of the fact that our housing 
market needs more supply. We must continue to encourage the 
government and stakeholders to focus on building more homes 
and not on creating new rules such as a cooling-off period that 
have nothing to do with getting more people into homes and risk 
upward pressure on pricing. (continued on next page)
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Previous Periods Comparison of Unit Sales, 
Average Prices and Median

Previous Periods Comparison of MLS® HPI Benchmark Prices and MLS® HPI 
Index Values

Total new MLS® listings and total 
MLS® sales for entire district

The Sales to Active Ratio chart tracks the ratio of total residential sales over total active residential listings at the end of the month 
for each of the last 25 months. 

We can see indicators of the housing supply and demand with the active listing count and the sales count.  Observing the ratio 
between them can help to indicated a “buyers market”  when there is downward pressure on the prices, versus a “sellers market” 
when there is an upward pressure on the prices.

Ranges:
·Below 10%, is a downward pressure on prices (buyer’s market)
·Above 25%, is an upward pressure on prices ( seller’s market)
·In between 15-20%, where there is little pressure on the prices ( balanced market) 

The market will continue to have corrections, both up and down, and government interventions must target 
more new doors for the long-term health of our housing market." The Multiple Listing Service® Home Price 
Index benchmark value for a single family home in the Victoria Core in April 2021 was $997,500. The benchmark 
value for the same home in April 2022 increased by 26.9 per cent to $1,266,200, up from March's value of 
$1,233,700. The MLS® HPI benchmark value for a condominium in the Victoria Core area in April 2021 was 
$513,100 while the benchmark value for the same condominium in April 2022 increased by 26.7 % to $650,200, 
up from the March value of $635,100.

MLS® HPI benchmark and value - Single Family Homes MLS® HPI benchmark and value -Condominium/Apartments
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LENDER 5-YEAR VARIABLE 5-YEAR FIXED

Nesto 1.20% 2.69%

Citadel Mortgages 1.25% 2.58%

Mortgage Alliance 1.25% 2.94%

Mortgage 

Architects 1.30% 2.99%

Prospera 1.30% 2.68%

First National 1.35% 3.14%

Equitable 1.35% 2.99%

The Best Mortgage rates from 
WOWA.ca

Check out their website for more information on 

● Mortgage Lending in BC
● Mortgage Brokers in BC
● Mortgage Regulators in BC
● Why Comparing Mortgage Rates Matters
● BC Mortgage Forecast
● Housing Market

Go to WOWA.ca

B.C. homes prices forecast to dip 3.8% next year following interest 
rate hikes
Rising interest rates will likely trigger a "modest price correction" in Canadian real estate next year, with B.C. and Ontario seeing 

the biggest drops, according to a new housing forecast. Royal Bank of Canada is predicting the aggregate benchmark price will 

decline 2.2 % nationwide in 2023, down to $776,900, with a more pronounced impact in some of the country's hottest real estate 

markets. "We expect downward price pressure to be more intense in Vancouver, Toronto and other pricey markets," assistant 

chief economist Robert Hogue wrote in RBC's latest housing outlook.  "By comparison, we expect activity and prices to be more 

resilient in Alberta, where local markets have more catching up to do following a prolonged slump before the pandemic."

British Columbia's aggregate price is expected to dip 3.8 % in 2023, down to about $1.02 million. That's the biggest drop forecast 

across the country, ahead of the 2.3 %decrease anticipated in Ontario. RBC said the interest rate hikes already announced by the 

Bank of Canada – and others the bank appears "keen to proceed forcefully" with by year's end – will result in some buyers being 

pushed out of the market. Those who still meet the requirements of the country's mortgage stress test will "see higher rates 

reduce the size of the mortgage they can get – and the price they can pay," according to the outlook. "For households earning the 

median income, for example, the rise in fixed mortgage rates will shrink the maximum purchase budget by roughly 15 %" Hogue 

wrote. "That will more than reverse the increase in 2020 and early-2021 when declining rates provided substantial added budget 

room. "And the anticipated decrease in housing prices would do little to address affordability, coming after an expected 8.1 

%increase that would bring the national aggregate benchmark price to $794,700 this year. RBC is forecasting B.C.'s aggregate price 

will reach $1.06 million in 2022, an increase of 6.8 %from 2021. Prices are expected to peak in spring before "weakening 

modestly" through the rest of the year, according to Hogue. The bank estimated the chances of an actual market crash resulting 

from the interest rate hikes as low, and noted there are several upsides to a moderate pricing correction, including more 

sustainable activity and fewer price wars. (Andrew Weichel, CTVNews)
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New home ownership data from Statistics Canada show 
taxes and government policies imposed by the B.C. 
government in 2017 and 2018 coincided with less 
speculation and a boost to first-time homebuyers.  
In B.C., the rate of first-time buyers increased 5.6% in 
2018 and 2019 whereas repeat buyers decreased 10.1%, 
the Canadian Housing Statistics Program stated Tuesday 
in a report highlighting “inequalities” in housing.
Growth in the number of first-time buyers in this time 
varied across British Columbia. The Kelowna area had 
the largest increase with 31.1%; compared to 
Abbotsford-Mission at 13.4%, Vancouver with 6.1% and 
Victoria at 14.1%.

Statistics Canada speculates “the decrease in the number 
of repeat buyers in British Columbia came in the wake of 
provincial legislation implemented to cool the real estate 
market, which may have dissuaded existing owners from 
moving or from investing in further properties.” The 
report notes an added property transfer tax on homes 
sold for more than $3 million, a new speculation and 
vacancy tax aimed at moving homes into the rental 
market and an increase of the foreign buyer tax from 
15% to 20%. 
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Such measures were ushered in by Attorney General 
David Eby, the minister responsible for housing, and 
then-finance minister Carole James of the B.C. NDP 
government. 

How big is the wealth gap between top-tier and 

bottom-tier homeowners?

The report notes British Columbians who own multiple 

properties account for nearly one-third of all housing 

stock in the province. Data from the Canadian Housing 

Statistics Program shows multiple homeowners account 

for 15% of all homeowners in B.C. and hold 29% of all 

properties. Meanwhile, the wealthiest 10% of 

homeowners, according to declared income, earned more 

than the bottom 50% of homeowners combined.

Measured by housing values, those who owned the top 

10% most wealthy homes accounted for 29% of the sum 

of all residential property values in B.C. 

(Graeme Wood ,BIV 2022)
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Vancouver Island has long held a reputation as a 
destination for retirees, but British Columbia’s red hot 
real estate market appears to be changing that. A new 
report from the Vancouver Island Economic Alliance 
(VIEA) shows a steady influx of new residents to the 
island, and a demographic shift skewing younger. The 
group’s latest State of the Island Economic report found 
that more than 89,000 people moved to Vancouver Island 
between 2014 and 2021, more than half of whom 
relocated from elsewhere in B.C.

Over that same period, the percentage of people aged 50 
and up moving to the island fell from 59 per cent to 35 
per cent. “We are seeing a change in the age 
demographic that is attracted to the island, being able to 
work remotely has encouraged people to leave some 
larger centres and seek lifestyle options,” VIEA president 
George Hanson told Global News. “Even though our 
prices have increased significantly, our prices are still low 
compared to some larger centres.” But like elsewhere in 
B.C., those prices are going up, particularly as the island 
becomes a hot destination amid limited supply. Hanson 
said there were just 28,000 new units constructed on 
Vancouver Island in the same reporting period. Ian 
Thompson, a Realtor at Remax of Nanaimo said the 
demographic shift in his community has been noticeable, 
with the city itself reporting a boost in residents aged 25 
to 45.
Thompson said the COVID-19 pandemic and a shift to 
working remotely has been a part of that equation, along 
with people cashing out of the Lower Mainland market. 

Vancouver Island demographics skewing younger, report finds
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“We’re also seeing people that are selling for big 
numbers in the Lower Mainland, and coming over to 
the island and really looking everywhere from Duncan 
all the way up to Cape Scott – up and down the island, 
because Victoria is very, very expensive,” he said.

That pressure has driven prices in Nanaimo up by 62 
per cent in the last two years he said, which has, in 
turn, increased interest — and prices — in smaller 
communities on the north island. The average price of 
a detached home in the Capital Regional District 
currently sits at more than $1.4 million, compared to 
nearly $888,000 in Nanaimo and about $722,000 in 
Campbell River. About half of the island’s newcomers 
settled in the Victoria area according to VIEA, while 
18,000 moved to the Nanaimo region, 8,500 to the 
Comox region and 8,000 to the Cowichan Valley.
Island-wide, the average price of a detached home has 
climbed from $630,000 in March 2021 to $851,000 in 
March 2022, according to the Vancouver Island Real 
Estate Board.

“I don’t think it’s sustainable to think we can keep 
going up 62 per cent (in Nanaimo) every two years, 
that doesn’t make sense. I think we’re going to see a 
plateau of prices,” Thompson said. “I don’t think we’re 
going to see big declines, however, even with the 
increase of interest rates. And that’s just supply and 
demand. There’s still more and more people who want 
to come here.” Hanson, too, predicted the trend was 
here to stay, as more and more people look to the 
island for affordability and lifestyle.
“The takeaway is that the island has been discovered,” 
he said.
“If you can figure out a way to make a living sufficient 
to support yourself and your family and you can find 
housing you like in a community you want to be in, 
who doesn’t want to be here?” (Simon Little, Global 
News 2022)
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Book a 30 minute phone call 

Book Now
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